
INTRODUCTION  

Part 1. Recombination, linkage, and mapping of genes in Drosophila  

Test cross  

Question:  

Provided the occurrence of crossing-over, what will be the recombinant frequency and calculated 

relative map distance in a dihybrid cross for which the female is heterozygous wild type (RI+, 

+SS) and the male is homozygous mutant (RIRI, SSSS)?  

Hypothesis: 

A dihybrid cross between two parents that have different alleles (a wild type allele + expressing 

the dominant trait and two mutant alleles, RI and SS, expressing the recessive traits) at two gene 

loci will produce offspring following Mendel's first and second law and particularly the law of 

genetic recombination since RI and SS genes are linked.  

Predictions:  

Table 1. Part 1: Dihybrid cross in Drosophila melanogaster for the case of linked mutant genes 

(RI and SS). The female is heterozygous wild type (♀ RI+, +SS) while the male is homozygous 

mutant type (♂ RIRI, SSSS). The mother can form two different sets of parental (non-

recombinant) alleles during meiosis as well as two sets of non-parental (recombinant) alleles. 

The male can only give one set of parental allele. Both parent can thus generate recombinant and 

non-recombinant offspring.  

 

 

 

 



double crossover or double recombination event, which tends to lengthen the calculated distance 

between the two genes (Griffiths et al., 2004).  

The recombinant frequencies between two genes never exceed 50%. Having two linked genes far 

apart from one another makes it that the number of recombinant gamete approach 50% (Klug, 

Cummings, Spencer, Palladino, 2008). In a test cross, having 50% recombinants would most 

likely imply that there is a 1:1:1:1 ratio (two parental and two recombinant) due to independent 

assortment . This also implies that the gene are either widely apart or on different chromosomes. 

Provided that independent assortment holds true, the likelihood of inheriting the two linked gene 

would not differ from the likelihood of not inheriting these two genes if they were unlinked. This 

observation defeats the purpose of considering that the two genes are linked since the 

transmissibility of the linked gene is as probable as that of the unlinked gene.  

Part 2. Recombination, linkage, and mapping of genes in Drosophila  

Experiment 1  

The hyphal fusion between wild type black strain (B) and the mutant type tan strain (T) resulted in 44 

octads that displayed the first division segregation (MI) and 38 that displayed the second division 

segregation (MII), for a total count of 82 octads. This means that during meiosis I, 48 octads did not 

experience crossing over while 38 other octads did. Knowing that the ascospores can only be black or tan, 

a 4:4 ratio resulted for the former and a 2:2:2:2 or 2:4:2 ratio for the latter. However in both case, meiotic 

segregation of the alleles took place. The calculated relative map distance between the tan gene and the 

centromere was 23.17 cM while the relative map distance from literature is 27 cM (Oliver, 1956).  The 

deviation between these two values is certainly due to the low count of hybrid octads. Having a larger 

sample and carrying out multiple counts would have surely decreased the margin of error.  

Experiment 2  


